The three-category system for the
designation of movies is comparatively
passive and negative. The tendency to
violence is embedded our unconsciousness. Sexual education has more to do
with a healthy view of sex than just
seducing someone to see obscene and
violent movies out of curiosity.
Milian Lo
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I usually watch foreipi movies rather

than local ones. This gives me a chance

to leam English as well as enjoy a weU-

organized movie. Most foreign movies

are performed by famous movie stars;
this enhances my

confidence

in

the

quality of such movies. Local movies are
usually of poor quality and their content
does not hold too great an appeal for me.
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Hong Kong mpvie producers
have enjoyed box-office success.
However, local films have been
threatened by the foreign ones
recently. Are foreign films really
more worth watching than local
movies? The following are some
statistics in respect of our fellow
students’ favourite movies.
Prefer foreign to
local movies

33/50

Prefer local to
foreign ones

4/50

Prefer both kinds

11/50

Seldom watch movies

2/50
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Youngsters' minds are just like blank
sheets, easily contaminated by the misconceptions conveyed in the categorythree films which are full of sex and
violence. In fact, the blue films do
corrupt the minds of our youths who can
seldom resist the lure of sex.
5.5. 1

The above figures show us the prefer'
ences of our fellow students. The reason^
provided are： foreign movies have bette"
quality (such as the meaningful content义’
brilliant plots and serious production)^
They think most of the local films a^
mischievous.
On the other hand, those who choo$^
local movies as their first priority think th^
local movies can be easily c o m p r e h e n d e d
They are also more relaxing.
Although the quality of local movie;
seems to be declining and becoming le乡^
competitive than foreign movies, there af
also some worth watching.
j
In fact, a movie's quality does not depen^^
only on ‘language’ or ‘the cost' — the rr\o^
5e important factor is its content.

i

I prefer western movies to local
movies. It is because there are really very
few local movies worth watching. Local
movies are usually superficial and
trifling. Unlike locm movies, western
movies are well and carefully chosen
before they are shown in Hong Kong.
Their production procedures are
sophisticated and thorough. Their
meticulous and costly production is the
biggest attraction.

The same old hate
Delighted to wait for a new mini-cinema to
open, I a m just as frustrated as before 一 it
turned ou t to be another ‘Pink-Booth, for
indecent movies: it successively but several
unhealthyfilmson the air. I feel uncomfortable
as there are many schools located near it.
Surprisingly, I learned that many who buy
tickets were mostly old men.
I would not say bluefilmsare the sole cause
of ‘juvenile delinquency'. Obviously, this is not
the whole picture; I believe that many of these
old men were not well-educated.
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View on category-three
movies
M .

Although I seldom watch a film, I
cannot escape from category-three
movies. Their posters are everywhere 一
outside the cinemas and the videotape
shops. I a m completely disgusted at
them. The names of the films are
obscene. They make sex look nasty, not
beautiful. I wonder what will be their
influence on the new generation.
Irene Lee
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